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SQUORING TECHNOLOGIES PARTNERS WITH TRINITY
TECHNOLOGIES FOR RESELLING IN ASIA
Software publisher Squoring Technologies, expert in software and systems projects
evaluation and optimization, announced today the signing of a reseller partnership with
Trinity Technologies, a leading Asian distributor of Embedded Testing solutions.
Partnership will build on Trinity Technologies position to expand the Squore brand in China,
Japan, Korea, Taiwan, Singapore, India, Thailand, Malaysia, Australia, New Zealand, Vietnam,
Indonesia, as well as in other countries of the Asia-Pacific region.
Trinity Technologies provides technologies and services to help companies meet their required
governance and regulatory compliance needs, improving overall project quality, security and reliability.
“With ever increasing complexity in mission-critical and safety-critical software projects, our clients are
looking for solutions that can provide critical project metrics to enable them to make key business
decisions fast. We believe that Squoring Technologies brings a significant value add to our clients'
overall software project productivity and quality by providing the best enterprise grade business
intelligence tool for monitoring software system projects. We look forward to working closely with
Squoring Technologies and introducing their solutions to our clients.” said Thomas Chen, CEO for
Trinity Technologies.
Patrick Artola, Squoring Technologies CEO, said, « We have confidence in Trinity’s strong expertise
and reputation to sell and promote our Squore solution in the Asian Region. This reselling agreement
will allow Squoring Technologies to speed up its international growth and to achieve its goal of
becoming a major player in decision-making tools for software and systems projects monitoring. »

Squore, a decision making dashboard which speeds up software and systems projects
achievement
Squore is a decision making dashboard which speeds up software and systems projects achievement,
by providing a comprehensive overview of developments quality and efficiency, along with actionable
monitoring indicators, remediation plans and trend analysis.
Squore is used worldwide by industrial and service companies as well as software editors to improve
the quality and the productivity of their software and systems development projects, for a quick and
significant ROI. It is also a powerful reporting and assessment tool to secure contractual relationships
between principals and their subcontractors in the context of application development outsourcing.
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About Squoring Technologies
Founded in 2010 by three recognized experts in the field of software quality assurance, Squoring
Technologies is specialized in software and systems development projects assessment and
optimization.
An innovative company backed by investment funds IRDI, MPcroissance and GSO Proximites,
Squoring Technologies is a member of the Aerospace Valley global competitiveness cluster and has
offices in France and Germany.
Adopted by major international companies, including Airbus, Alstom, Continental, Delphil, IEE, Magneti
Marelli, Maincare Solutions, Rockwell Collins, Schneider Electric, Thales, Technicolor, Valeo …, the
Squore dashboard sets a new reference solution for the management of software and systems
development projects.
To learn more, visit Squoring Technologies at http://www.squoring.com
About Trinity Technologies
At Trinity Technologies, we understand that organizations are under tremendous pressure to deliver
more innovation to the market faster without sacrificing quality or speed. Trinity Technologies takes the
guess work out of the development and testing process by combining the best breeds of technologies
and services to help our clients meet their required governance, regulatory compliance needs,
improving overall project quality, security and reliability.
For more about Trinity Technologies, visit http://www.trinitytec.net
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